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Abstract 

In modern Ainu there are two types of causatives: plain causative (-e/-ka/-ke/-re/-te) and 

indefinite/respectful causative (-ar/-yar). Among forms of plain causative there is group that 

originated directly from verb ki “to do”, “to perform”, “to act”: *ki  ke  te  re  e (forms 

-ke/-te/-re/-e appeared due to different positional assimilatison). Suffix -ka seems to be 

contraction of verb kar “to make”, “to do in order to get a result”; this kar most probably 

initially was compound of ki “to do” and ‘ar “very”/”intensively”; so this form is resultative 

causative. Indefinite causative -ar/-yar is direct derivative of ‘ar “intensively”, i.e.: initially it 

was intensifier rather than causative marker. Plain causative *ki seems to be the most ancient 

causative that appeared in Middle Jōmon yet, indefinite causative appeared later and resultative 

causative obviously appeared closer to Yayoi epoch.  
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In contemporary Ainu language causative is expressed by the following suffixes: -e, -ka, -ke, -re, 

-te. Depending on what is in the end of verbal stem different suffixes are used: kor “to have” – 

kor-e “to give, hure “to be red” –  hure-ka “to redden”,  ray “to die” – ray-ke “to kill”, e “to eat” 

– e-re “to feed”, ran – “to go down” – “ ran-te “to down”. Forms -e/ -re /-te seem to be more 

widely and regular in contemporary language than -ka and -ke forms. 

Beside plain causative there is also indefinite causative that is expressed by -ar/-yar suffixes. 

These forms are just variants of the same morpheme: -ar is attached to stems ending in 

consonants and -yar is attached to stems ending in vowel. 

The causative expresses that a specific person is caused to do something, but in contrast to 

this, the indefinite causative expresses causing an unspecified person to perform an action, 

or having an action performed by someone unspecified, without doing it oneself. It can also 

be used instead of the causative to show respect when the person caused is known (Tamura 

2000: 214).  

Forms -e, -ke, -re, -te seem to be derivates of the same root, i.e.: verb ki – “to do”, “to act”, “to 

perform”. One proof of this is the fact that in Sakhalin dialects can be seen forms like tay-ki “to 

kill” (Novikova 1953) which have been preserving ancient formant of causative unchanged.  

 Another proof is general logic of formation of causatives, i.e.: in some other languages 

formants of causative are derivates of verb “to do” or directly verb “to do”, for instance: in 
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English causative is formed by preposition of verb to make, in French causative is formed by 

preposition of verb faire “to make”, in Japanese causative is formed by -seru/-saseru suffixes 

which obviously are derivates of verb suru “to do”.  

Scheme below represents approximate ‘genealogy’ of -e/-ke/-re/-te forms on the example of 

causative forms of verb nukar “to see”: 

                                                                      nukan-te (Raiciska) 

*nukar-ki  *nukar-ke  *nukar-te 

                                                                      *nukar-re  nukar-e (Saru) 

Forms (-e/-ke/-re/-te) obviously appeared due to positional assimilations. 

 

Pic. 1 Map showing geographic distributions of Rayciska and Saru dialects (made after Google 

maps screenshot); Rayciska was spoken there until 1946. 
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As for -ka suffix, I seriously doubt it can be a direct derivative of ki due to quite serious 

phonetic unlikeness.  I would say that -ka is contraction of verb kar “to make” “to do in order to 

get a result”. Kar seems to consist of two components: kV + Vr; kV obviously is the above 

discussed ki while Vr most probably is ar “very”/ “completely”/ “intensively”.  

As I understand, this ar also can be seen in the following forms: ar-suy-ne “completely 

suddenly”; ar-pa – “to go (sg.)” lit.: “to step [away] completely”; ar-wan-pe “seven” literary 

means “ten without three”. 

I suppose that ar probably could originate from re “three”: re “three” might probably also had 

meaning of “many”/“higher intensiveness” in Middle Jōmon language and so “very” / 

“intensively” can be derivate from the numeral.  

Thus, it is highly possible to reconstruct the following scenario of origin of resultative causative 

suffix of -ka: *ki ‘ar
1
  *kiar  *kyar  kar  ka.  

And thus the following scheme can be drawn:          

                                *ki ke  te  re  e 

 

                       ki                                         *ki + ‘ar  *ki’ar  *kiar  *kyar  kar  ka                  

This scheme represents history of Ainu causatives: I suppose that plain causative (-ke/-re/-te) 

appeared much earlier than resultative causative -ka, probably plain causative already existed in 

Middle Jōmon language while resultative causative seems to be required by a more complicated 

social conditions i.e.: by necessity of getting concrete results but not just make someone to do 

something. 

As for indefinite causative -yar/-ar I think it probably derived from the above discussed ‘ar and 

so initially it meant “[an indefinte person] intensively does something”; as far as any causative 

has also tint of strengthening/intensification in this case accent was made on intensification of 

action but not on forcing itself, i.e.: it seems that the logic was the following: if someone did 

something intensively it meant the person was caused to do something since in normal condition 

nobody did anything intensively. 

It can be supposed that -ar/-yar causative appeared earlier than resultative causative as far as the 

last one is composition of plain causative and ‘ar.  

This ‘ar seems to be closer to hasteless Jōmon way of life, i.e.: it is possible to state that it is 

somewhere between hasteless Jōmon life and rather stressful life of Yayoi. 

                                                           
1
 In Ainu examples apostrophe marks glottal stop. It is possible to reconstruct glottal stop in Late Jōmon 

for all modern VC syllables due to the following: In the historical/contemporary Ainu language there are 

the following syllable structures: V, CV, VC, CVC, but syllables of V and VC types are actually 

innovations since they begin with a glottal stop so in Ainu language there are actually only CV and CVC 

syllables (Nonno 2015: 64 – 65). 
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 Thus, the following scheme can be drawn:  

                        

 

Pic. 2 Scheme showing preliminary approximate outline of history of Ainu causative markers 

Why it is possible to place roots of Ainu causatives as early as Middle Jōmon and why it is 

possible to conclude about their structures?  

It is possible due to the following:  

1) in Western and Southern Japan are found toponyms that can be interpreted through Ainu 

language; it would be a case of fantasy to suppose that those place names were created 

by Ainu of ‘Middle Ages’ epoch, so the only possible conclusions is that Ainu speaking 

people lived in those areas before the formation of Japanese ethnicity and those place 

names already were there before the formation of corpse of Japanese toponyms (Akulov 

2015: 28 – 30). 

 

2) From the point of view of physical anthropology Jōmon people are Ainu (Akulov 2015: 

26 – 28). 

 

3) Material culture of Ainu demonstrates correlation with that of Jōmon (Akulov 2015: 26). 

That means that people of Jōmon spoke language that was actually very close to modern Ainu 

i.e.: was its direct ancestor. 

Also we know that Ainu language has moved from isolating to synthetic: Middle Jōmon Ainu 

language was isolating, Late Jōmon was analytical and post-Yayoi Ainu became synthetic.  The 
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transition from leisurely and peaceful life of Jōmon to aggressive and militarized life of Yayoi 

was the most serious upheavals in Ainu history.  All social upheavals that happened later were 

less severe in comparison to what happened between Jōmon and Yayoi, namely shift of cultural 

paradigm. It seems to be rather reasonable to assume that this somehow reflected the language, 

i.e.: that Ainu language of modern type was, in general, formed in that epoch. As a result of 

various social upheavals appeared a need to put more information in the same quantum of 

speech that lead to the conversion of long sentences into more compact composites (Nonno 

2015: 66 – 67). That’s why it is possible to reconstruct forms *ki, *’ar and *ki ‘ar for Late 

Jōmon Ainu language. 

I suppose that initially there was only plain causative *ki, later indefinite causative *‘ar 

appeared, later they both formed resultative causative *ki ‘ar. It is possible to state that in 

certain period there were three different causatives in Ainu: plain, respectful and resultative. In 

modern language we can see decline of resultative causative that has merged with plain 

causative; the decline of resultative causative can be explained by general decline of Ainu 

culture that has been happening since the end of 17
th

 century. 
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